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The Naruto Shippuden Clash of Ninja Revolution 3 DVD Game is the
Nintendo Wii version of Clash of Ninja Revolution 2 (CNR2). This game is
the English version. 11-12-2008, 08:41 PM DelR KOBE! 01-11-2010,
02:30 PM lost I am getting a 7% chance of being a ninja or a member of
the 7 Ninja Giger Champions of the world who have reached level 7 or
the 1% chance of being a criminal. Hmmm..... Nintendo > Sony lost
01-11-2010, 03:17 PM lost Maybe i should start a cookbook for the crap i
see and hear on my XBox360. lost 01-11-2010, 03:26 PM lost After being
unable to play the PS2 version of Naruto: Shippuden -Gekitou- Ninja
Taisen- (NTS), i decided to sell my 360 for a Nintendo Wii and bought
this. The worst part is the fact i have about 6-7 games that were worth
waiting for but i just cant be bothered to waste 60+ on them now i have
the Wii. I have been a long time Nintendo fan and this game has solidified
my love of them Cheers and have a Nintend3D Bad lost 01-11-2010, 03:33
PM lost Wow, it is amazing what a difference you can see between a USA
VS Japan version of a game. So different. i mean it is the same game but
it makes you wonder. lost 01-11-2010, 03:43 PM lost If you have a Wii can
you please review the Wii version of Ninja Gaiden 2? i just downloaded it
as i dont have the earlier version. lost 01-11-2010, 04:27 PM lost The
Name of the game is OPPONDU Hmmm... lost 01-11-2010, 04:35 PM lost
For those who don't know how to play the game i will explain. when you
start this game your version number is 1.1.1.1. The first thing you see is
the tutorial. You can choose your character and training
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